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It is amazing that the first year of the new decade
has passed. Some would rightfully say good
riddance and let us hope the New Year will be an
improvement. For us, it has been a busy year
working on the magazine and watching it grow
exponentially, and read by people across the
globe. I doubt that I could have managed it
without the help of Trevor Gibbs and Vivien
Gibbs, whose efforts have been extremely
valuable.

I never have imagined that we would see over
30,000 downloads of the magazine in less than
one year! The donations we have received from a
small group helps to keep the magazine alive and
our advertisers who also need your support. I am
funding the magazine for the first two years, but it
is not sustainable for me to cover the costs long
term. Therefore donations are essential, and your
$2.00 per download is a big help and very much
appreciated. My aim is to provide a quality
product to promote the hobby and share ideas and
inspiration for newcomers and those with more
experience.

The fact that we are being viewed worldwide
means that we are getting offers of articles from
overseas. In this issue of the magazine, we have a
comprehensive article from Rene Vink from The
Netherlands. Rene shows us a step by step guide
on building his DJH NSWGRAD60 class, Garratt.
Ted Allan from Victoria describes his new narrow
gauge exhibition layout, Eddington Quay, and Ron
Thirkill adds some detail to his Veronpilly layout.
In the future, we will have an article on a G scale
garden railway from the USA.

In the New Year we will have an update to our
website, but I think we might need a little break
first. Producing two magazines in such a short
timeframe has been a bit of a test and something I
would not be keen to do again. The new website
will hopefully have a feedback page where you
can have an input.

A new feature we have added is the opportunity to
take out a subscription for the magazine. You will
also be able to purchase back issues of the print
version to complete your set.

I think 2021 will be a busy year for the team, and I
hope we can see Rail Modeller Australia move
forward to new heights.

We wish you all a very happy and safe New Year.
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From the editor
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My move into 7mm Narrow Gauge came about after
many years of modelling in OO scale. I had seen lots
of On30 layouts but most were US based logging
railroads and I was looking for something different. A
friend who had been modelling in On30 made a move
into 7mm Narrow Gauge based on Welsh slate
mining. After talking to him and seeing his work, I
felt that UK narrow gauge had great potential.

I was still modelling in OO scale and exhibiting the
layout that I started in the early 90s. It grew from the
original 2.4m x 2.4m to a lengthy 5.5m x 2.4m. Every
time I picked up a module, it seemed to be putting on
weight and getting harder to handle. Also I could not
run my layout at home because it was too big to put
up. This helped me decide to make another portable
layout.

The first task was to measure the back of my wagon
as I did not want to be towing a trailer. Because I
intended to exhibit this layout, I settled on 1660mm x
600mm which would still allow me to make use of
one of the back seats for a third operator when
attending exhibitions.

The baseboard frame was made of 90mm x 19mm
pine, topped with 9mm marine ply and covered in
3mm cork sheet. A track plan was worked out and
laid with Peco OO track. The track was to be covered

in ballast “fines” so the scale size and position of the
sleepers was not an issue.

My attention was then directed to the scenery. I
wanted and needed to keep the weight of the
layout down as much as possible. I had bought a
few cardboard kits from “Purple Bob’s Hobbies”
while I was in the UK in 2019.

Fig 1. The buildings in place and the roadway formed.
As the pub did not look right flush back against the
backdrop, I turned it slightly at an angle and built a back
on the building. The rail car is a Banta kit on an ON30
Bachmann 0-4-0 Gas Mechanical mechanism.

Eddington quay
Ted Allan is a familiar figure on the Model Railway exhibition circuit in Victoria.

Here he describes his 7mm Narrow Gauge Exhibition Layout.
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The commercial buildings I bought included a pub, a
shop, a terrace house and a garage. I then decided
that I would scratchbuild any other structures that
were needed. For the hill areas I had previously used
polystyrene blocks covered in plaster. To control the
weight I decided to try foamcore board and Papier
Mache. I made up boxes to sit the buildings on
leading up the hill followed by more to support the
roadway and the tunnel mouth.

The stairs leading from one level to the other were
made up of card and dropped in place. The station
building is a Scalescenes print enlarged from OO to
O scale. The fishing boat was a free gift which came
in a UK model railway magazine. It was designed in
OO scale to a length of 60 scale feet/ 18.2 scale
metres. This translated to a small O scale trawler
35 feet or 10.7 metres long. I only needed to change
the masts and the cabin to allow for O scale
figurines.

Keeping with the quayside theme, the Fish
Processor, the Marine Engineering Company and
the Parcels Office were freelance designs using
Modelbuilder software and printed on card. The
wharf was also made of card.

Fig 2. Testing the locations of
the buildings. The subframe
for the buildings were all
made from Foam Core board
which is readily available from
good art and craft stores.

Foam Core is available in a
variety of sheet sizes. It is
easily cut with a very sharp
craft knife and is not
expensive.
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Fig. 3 My trees are made from Sedum “Autumn Joy”, glued into a thick trunk, sprayed with brown &
green and dusted with scatter material. Vehicles are Corgi & Oxford Diecast in 1:43 O scale.
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Fig. 4 All the buildings have detailed interiors as well as internal lighting. People are from Chris Pett
Miniatures, SandD Models and Kerroby Models.
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Fig. 5 An 0-4-0 crosses the Rail Car with a pair of vans. The “water” shown most clearly in this photo is
an image printed on transparency sheets. Like many of my modelling projects, the printed effect was
downloaded from the internet.

When first built, the stage area at the rear of the
layout consisted of the through line with two passing
loops. The original design did not quite work with the
third loop being too short to store more than a loco
and one wagon shown in Figure 6. The traverser sits
on drawer slides and simple brass padbolts keep the
track aligned.

Fig. 6 The Three Road Traverser.

Each track is controlled by a rotary switch with LEDs
showing which track is powered. You can see a red
LED near the rail motors’ headlights in Figure
6 showing how that particular track is powered.
The LEDs act as a visual cue to ensure that track
is aligned with the main line.

Lighting
A dimming control hidden behind the canopy
alternates day/dusk lighting or compensates for
low lighting levels in some venues. The Warm
White LED strips are on the layout side of the
lightweight canopy and all but one LED is warm
white.
I have since added even more street lighting, a
yard crane and more details.
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Fig. 8 The Mars loco. Different details from the other
EQR locos represents a typical trait of many small
railways where locos were bought – one or two at a
time!

Fig. 7 “Iris” the engine. The mechanisms of all these
locos are fairly easy to recognise.

Rolling Stock
My 5 Locomotives are all Smallbrook Studios resin
kits fitted to basic Hornby OO 0-4-0 Chassis.

The 0-4-0s are the only motive power able to
negotiate very tight curves on the layout with the
small wheelbase. The majority of EQR rolling stock
goods wagons shown in Figure 10 were designed
using a Publisher program and printed onto
cardboard. The chassis for these wagons are all four
wheel Hornby with their OO scale bodies removed.
There are also two Smallbrook Studio kit wagons.

Fig. 10 The range of goods rolling stock on the EQR.
The building at the front is the club rooms of the
Eddington Quay Model Railway club. There will be
some interesting detail in that building!

Fig. 11 Detail of the EQR wagons described above.

The Eddington Quay Railway has proved to be a
very enjoyable project. Despite its small size, the
layout still has many details to be added and has
provided a lot of operating fun.

It has now been to a number of shows in Victoria
including Braybrook, Kyneton, Stawell and Phillip
Island before the lockdown, along with my
“Inglenook” layout.

I am looking forward to exhibiting the EQR again
when the current situation eases… and hope to see
you there!

Fig. 9 This loco is showing a different body again - note
the water filler as the second dome on the pannier tank.
Note that I.K. Brunel is in the background looking with
a view to expanding his Great Western empire!

Eddington quay
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By Ron Thirkill

Many of my layout additions come about, not
through planning as much as a flash of inspiration.
Such inspiration was the trigger for the recently
added footbridge, scratch built over a couple of
weekends.

The materials used consist of a length of 3mm x 3mm
balsa, a packet of skewers, matches, both long and
short, and old coffee stirrers. I never discard old
coffee stirrers but instead, bring them home and hang
onto them until enthusiasm and an idea happen to
kick in. This footbridge results from such inspiration,
as did the staff exchange platform at the signal cabin.
I never throw away any of the left-overs from the
fifteen or so Stuart Walker Laser-Cut kits that I have
on the layout. You never know when something is
likely to come in handy.

After looking at several photos and thinking back to
the bridge at Oxley Railway Station as I remember it
as a kid, I had a fair idea of how I wanted it to look.

It was important to ensure that the size and
dimensions were as precise as possible. To this end, I
used a couple of tried and proven methods as I have
done throughout the construction of the layout. The
methods used are “Yep… that looks about right,” and

my all-time favourite, when consulting with my wife,
“ Honey, what do you reckon about that?”

When complete, and after trialing a couple of spots, I
decided that the interstate platform end would be
appropriate. The desired look was a bridge that had
been there for ages, had not been painted in quite
some time, and had steam locomotives running under
it forever.

The choice of paint was critical. I initially tried a
spray can of white from the local hobby shop but it
did not create the effect I was trying to achieve. In the
end, a base white sample pot from Bunning's did the
trick. To replicate the look of the soot from steam
locos, I used a spray can of flat black. I carefully
sprayed from beneath the bridge deck from about
four feet away and in a bit of a breeze.

The result of my first attempt at scratch-building a
footbridge is something that I am reasonably happy
with. I have already planned on how I will do the
next one better, but for the moment, it is what it is
and has provided me with a couple of enjoyable
weekends.
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THE ROAD TO BUILDING THE 60
Why would a Dutchman on the other side of the
globe want to build an Australian 60 class Garratt?
This came about in a very roundabout way. My
interest for steam was sparked in the early 1970s
when I first saw steam locomotives thundering
past our camping ground in Germany. Seeing the
spokes glimmering and the drive rods flashing, I
was hooked for life.

I picked up model railroading soon after and was
soon tinkering with locomotive models. In 1974 a
Dutch magazine contained an article mentioning
the only ever Dutch Garratt steam locomotive. My
interest for articulated steam locomotives was
born.

I was deeply impressed when I first saw a picture
of a 60. I do not remember when exactly but the
very image of the class was etched in my mind. I
started locomotive kit building in 2004. When the
opportunity arose I bought a second hand but
unstarted DJH kit of the 60. After completing
other projects, I broke the packaging seals of the
AD60 kit in 2012.

EXPERIENCE
I will assume you have the basic skills of filing
and soldering. It is a good thing to try and build a
simple, less time consuming and less expensive
DJH kit first.

Unfortunately DJH carry no other Australian
models in their program to try your hand at, so
maybe one of the easier UK models may be your
fancy. Easy models are classed "A". DJH kits are
classified from “A” to “D” from beginner's level
to expert. The 60 is rated as a “B” project.

I found this loco relatively simple to build but
there is just a lot of it. The only real challenge will
be the four motion gears.

DJH provide a good building manual with the kit.
I made my own version in which I matched the
text with the drawings and numbered the
instructions. You can find it on my website
(www.modelrailroading.nl).

This will not be a blow-by-blow instruction how
to build the 60 because the manual suffices for
that. Instead I will give a general overview and
focusing on the stages of the build where I gave it
my own twist or where the manual remains silent.

SOLDERING
DJH propose either soldering the model with
white metal solder or alternatively supergluing it.
In my opinion, both of these suggestions are bad
advice.

If you are scared of soldering then maybe you
should not even contemplate building the model at
all, any model for that matter. But part of growing
is overcoming anxieties so get the experience and
solder the thing. Now to DJH's suggestions.

Superglue will eventually become brittle and your
model will fall apart. I built my first DJH kit
twice. The first time was when I used superglue. It
seemed okay. However during the painting
process, the loco entered a continuous state of
spontaneous disassembly.

I bit the bullet and eventually took it apart,
tediously cleaned all parts and built the loco a
second time by soldering it.

Rene Vink shows how he built his AD60 Loco from a kitRene Vink shows how he built his AD60 Loco from a kit

BUILDING A NSWGR AD60 GARRATTBUILDING A NSWGR AD60 GARRATT
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Soldering the entire model with white metal solder is
also bad advice. Solder brass on brass with regular
solder on high temperature. This will result in the
strongest of bonds. White metal solder should be
applied only if white metal is involved using a low
temperature soldering iron.

"How to solder" is a complex subject that would
require a separate treatise on its own. For now I will
assume you can solder.

PREPARATION
The first job is to check if your kit is complete. If
not, contact DJH. They have a good service for that.
Next read the manual several times over and read it
well. Make notes if necessary, mark unclear passages
and sort them out. The better you know the steps
ahead, the easier it will be for you.

Also make the choice which version of the Garratt
you want to build. The 60 class changed over time,
so if you are interested in a specific version or time
frame, you may want to find out about when each
version existed. The legendary book "The 60 Class"
(Groves, Wright and Morahan) is an invaluable
resource for this, but copies are extremely hard to
get. I built the version with the increased axle load
(marked ++) and in its final appearance with most
engineering changes completed.

THE CHASSIS
The chassis of every locomotive model is the most
essential part of the build. Get that right and you
stand a fair chance of getting a decently running
locomotive!

Fig. 1 The frame in the assembly stage on a flat surface

Time spent on accurately building the frames will be
time well spent! Once the frame was more or less
assembled, but not firmly soldered yet, I placed it on
a glass surface to align the axles.

Once that was done I soldered the frame spacers
firmly in place, thereby securing the alignment.

Fig. 2 The frame mounted on wheels on the glass panel.

It later turned out that the two middle axles are a
fraction higher in the frame, lifting them off the
rails. This is a kit producer's trick to prevent
problems with derailments but it effectively turns
the unit into a four-wheeler. If I were to do it over, I
would use a frame jig like Poppy's WoodTech Loco
Builder's Box for a better and easier alignment of all
four axles.

Fig. 3 The engine frames blackened with the cylinders and
other fittings in place.

Both frame sets were built up completely with
cylinders, buffer beams, motion bracket and pivot
plate. Then it was time to paint the frames because
painting at a later stage would have been very
difficult. I primed the engine units and sprayed them
black. I also weathered the loco to a well-used but
not neglected state.

The wheel treads were blackened with Carr's Metal
Black to get a more realistic look. The wheel
centres were airbrushed black and then weathered.

Editors Note - The Carr’s Metal Blackener
product that Rene used is available in Australia
but it is not an item you can go to your local
Bunnings to obtain.

Looking up the Internet using the search of the
brand and Australia should give you a current
supplier!
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Fig. 4 The blackened and weathered wheels

THEMOTION GEAR
Getting the motion to work freely is the most
challenging part of the 60 build. Every single joint
of the motion should move freely for the full
rotation without binding or snagging.

Getting this right is absolutely essential if you
want a model fit for operational service on your
layout.

THE STEPS

Fig. 5 DJH provide the motion already partly assembled.

Fig. 6 First I filed away the etching cusps from all motion
parts and then chemically blackened the parts.

The main coupling rods were fitted and the bushes
were reamed little by little until a binding free
running was achieved. Patience is the key here. It
is a tedious task to use trial and error with the
amount of disassembly and reassembly required.

Fig. 7 Checking the frame for binding.

Once free running is achieved, the retaining bushes
can be soldered to the crankpins. As shown in
Figure 8 a slightly greased paper shim will prevent
the soldering from running through, locking up the
joint.

It also helps to create a little play between the bush
and the rod. If the join is okay the paper shim is
pried away.

Fig. 8 The protective paper shim shown in place

Soldering the valve gear is a bit scary. I described
the "shim-and-grease" method in great detail in an
article that appeared in the “Narrow Gauge Down
Under” magazine. I admit it needs some practising
but it results in very reliable and repeatable joints.

BEING CAUTIOUSWITH VALVE GEAR
A beginner's error is assembling the left and right
motion in one go and then start testing to see that it
works. There are 15 rotating and sliding joints in
each motion, so you may guess how big your
chance is to get it running first time without
binding.

It would be like throwing a 30 piece puzzle in the
air and expecting it to come together correctly when
it lands on the table. Build the motion one joint at a
time.

Carefully test for free running after every single
step. Be critical and retrace that step if you are not
happy. Be patient and redo the work if necessary.
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Any binding in this stage will cause great trouble
later. Believe me there is no such thing as "running
in". Get it to run smoothly now.

Fig. 9 Repeated testing and correction on flat track in the
fully assembled stages will avoid much grief.

Fig. 10 The crossheads of the engine in the stages being as
provided at the top. The middle one is being gradually
polished and the bottom one is mirror polished.

A tip to improve the sliding of the crosshead is to
polish the slidebars to a mirror finish. Straight
from the etch (top) the slidebar is practically
useless and a guarantee for binding.

Meticulously removing all etch cusps and sanding
400, 800 and 1200 grit wet-and-dry abrasive paper
makes a great improvement (middle of Figure 10).
Polishing by hand or on a polishing spindle makes
the surface smooth and rounds the edges (bottom).
The crosshead should then move freely.

Fig. 11 The shim for soldering the return crank

To conclude the construction of the motion gear
the return crank is soldered in place using the
"shim-and-grease" method.

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Work on the chassis and motion is generally slow
and sometimes gets on your nerves. To alleviate this
I worked on the superstructure in parallel with the
chassis. This is why the frames have not been
painted yet in the following photos.

Fig. 12 The Front Engine Superstructure on its frame.

The superstructure of the leading unit posed very
few problems. I opted to build the version with
sound pipes. Bending the sound pipes to fit exactly
through the lugs without putting strain on the lugs,
proved to be a bit of a challenge. The "horns" on the
ends of sound pipes were left off until the loco stood
on its wheels to determine the correct height.

The headlights were drilled through to allow for
fitting an LED light in a later stage in the front and
rear engine units. Getting the handrail knobs dead
straight in line with each other was a strong
prerequisite for a neat appearance of the loco.

Fig. 13 The rear unit was a bit more complicated than the
front in terms of soldering but this is often the case.

There were two versions of coal bunkers on 60’s
during their lives. Details such as the presence or
absence of handrails, the position of tools carried
and so forth, changed considerably in the time
Garratts ran in New South Wales.

You can research details so that your selection of
details is appropriate for the engine you want to
model.
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Fig. 14 Care must be giving to getting the boiler cradle true
and straight. The Glass panel is very helpful for this.

Fig. 15 When the cradle is done you can view the impressive
length of the model for the first time!

Fig. 16 Detailing the boiler.

Fig. 17 There is only on thing more difficult than leading
one exhaust steam pipe to the chimney… leading TWO
exhaust steam pipes to the chimney!

I must admit it took several trials to get these two to
sit perfectly parallel with the correct bends.

Like many DJH models, the boiler unit is not
difficult but there is a lot of it. There are many
photos of these locomotives over the net from many
angles. Look at the prototype photos carefully to see
which pipe goes where.

The DJH manual gives a generic layout of the
piping as they were built. Individual locos had slight
differences created during their working lives.

MOTORSANDGEARS
The DJH kit is provided with two motors and two
gear boxes. Because the loco is bulky it is more than
advisable to use both.

Fig. 18 The two assembled power units

During the first trials the motor struggled to run. It
turned out the mesh of the gearbox onto the axle
gear was too heavy. I shimmed the motor with 1.4
mm of styrene sheet to lift the motor on the
gearbox end.

Fig. 19 The Yellow arrow is showing where I used styrene
shims to lift the motor.

During these first trials the gearboxes screeched
which was a sure sign of mechanical issues.

To cure this, I filed the plastic housing to a small
concave shape in the red area shown in Figure 20.

This allowed the bronze bearings to be able to move
in the housing to adapt to the drive shaft. The
screaming immediately disappeared and the unit ran
sweetly in the following test run.
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Fig. 20 The area in RED needs to be cleaned and made into
a concave shape. Filing plastics will remove a LOT of
material in one pass, so use a very fine file, VERY lightly!

Fig. 21 I also filed the bottom of the gear box covers flat as I
suspected they were too low to clear the rails when passing
over points..

ELECTRICALPICKUP
Initially I tried to install the wipers and insulating
holders provided with the kit. I seriously tried but I
struggled. It was in the manual after all. They could
not be that bad could they?

Whatever I tried, they either worked loose in no time
at all or I could not install them properly. After a few
hours of frustration, I gave up and made my own
wipers.

Fig. 22 Two strips of copper clad board with two pairs of
wipers soldered to each them. Very easy to make, easy to
adjust and far less visible than the original wipers.

After making the copper strips in Fig. 22, I glued
the two boards to the horizontal spacers with
epoxy. To that end I removed the paint to ensure a
sturdy and permanent solution adhering the strips
to the frames. I bent the wiper ends to just touch
on the wheel rims and snipped off the excess,
making them virtually invisible from the "outside".

Fig. 23 The strips of copper clad board in the final location.

I connected the wipers to the motors later in the
build. I also made a parallel electrical connection
between the front and rear units. By doing so, the
motors draw current from all sixteen drivers. A
Garratt is in danger of stalling twice on badly
conducting track sections, first the leading unit and
then the trailing unit.
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This electric interconnection not only eliminates the
second stalling it also eliminates the first: if the first
unit passes the bad section it will be powered
through the rear units pickups and will simply
continue working.

When the rear unit passes the same section it will
draw current from the leading unit. With 16 wheels
picking up current, something has to make contact
somewhere!

PRE-ASSEMBLY
By now the model had progressed to the stage where
the loco could be taken for serious test runs. These
went remarkably well with only minor issues, like a
nut in the motion working loose.

A touch of CA adhesive (Super glue) as a locking
agent made short work of that.

Next came the “finer details” which we will
continue as a photo essay.

Fig. 24 The sound pipe was completed by a flexible joint
made from the insulation of a small piece of electrical wire.

Fig. 25 Now the locomotive was on its wheels I could cut the
sound pipes to the appropriate length and add the "horns".

This was an essential detail as enginemen often could not
hear warning detonators placed on the track when the loco
was working hard.

Fig. 26 I obtained brass numbers from Casula Hobbies in
Sydney and "sweat" soldered them to the cab sides with low
melt solder. I chose the number “6” in the class because this
was going to be the sixth model that I would complete.

PAINTING, LETTERINGAND
WEATHERING
The "60" is the model with the simplest colour
scheme I built so far. It is … black (!) with a bit of
red on the buffer beams. So painting was for once
an easy job for me with no green surfaces, no
lining and no brass parts. I even painted the hand
rails and knobs black, knowing I was being true to
the prototype.

Fig. 27 After a good round of airbrushing semi-gloss black it
almost looks like it has just left the builder.

Fig. 28 The brass lettering was brought to life with a bit of
wet and dry 1200 abrasive paper glued to a strip of brass.
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Fig. 29 The decals for the numbering and signing on the
front and rear were also obtained from Casula Hobbies. After
adding the decals I gave the entire loco a dull clear coat.

Fig. 30 Then I started working on the weathering. I took
great care not to overdo the weathering. The photo clearly
shows I over did it anyway!

CONCLUSION
The DJH kit is a fine kit with a decent manual and is
not overly difficult to build. I think I spent about
400 hours on it. Technically it took me four years to
complete the model, but many things in my personal
life kept me from modelling at the time.

However I also completed two other models, which
kept me away from the 60 as well. Had I worked on
this model with the intensity of the first months of

Fig. 31 I resprayed the model with a fine mist of dark grey
and black, blending the too strongly weathered areas back
into the rest. That worked out fine. I wanted the loco to look
dusty and not necessarily rusty.

Fig. 32 Final assembly essentially only involves moving the
three main components together, making the electrical
connection and connecting the sound pipe.

2012, I could have finished it well within a year.
But building a craftsman model is a journey rather
than a goal. Every build has it successes and failures
and you learn from them. It is a matter of a lot of
P's: Practise, Precision, Patience plus Perseverance
producing Perfection. If you build one yourself,
please let me know! You are welcome to check
out the Projects section and comment on my
Website.

www.modelrailroading.nl

https://www.modelrailroading.nl
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In the last issue, we started making backdrop
buildings temporarily fixing them to a plain blue
backdrop. We created a shop cum office block
patterned after a small town building in Canada.

To avoid the look of “Big Sky” before settling on
the “final” design and appearance of the backdrop,
we now need to make a backdrop scene that the
building could be stuck onto.

MAKING HILLS
In this Workshop, we are going to use “side of the
road” scenes looking at distant hills and plains. Not
everyone models mountainous terrain and I suspect
that many of our readers are here in Australia where
we do not have very high mountain ranges.

You could also use your next drive or outing to
admire the scenery on your road trip, then take a
memento of some nice roadside scenery. You can
join up the pictures once you get home.

To give the essence of distance, the further “back”
that scene goes, the better. Australia in particular
has plenty of opportunities for that particular scenic
approach. The back view can go on the plain sky
blue back drop first then your buildings.

You could choose to carefully cut out the sky
elements such as the blue and the clouds of a picture
such as you can see in Figure 1. Your sky colour
would be then be more consistent by painting it with
a suitable paint.

Using a consistent Blue colour would be important
where the scene goes around a 90 degree corner.

Continuing from last issue, you may even mount
elements of scenery such as hills or mountains on
foam core as well to suggest further depth and
shadow. Depending on your scene, you could use a
deep grey for the foam core edges

On the “back” scene on my St. Agnes Railway
without much clearance, I have added a little depth
by using green ground foam, grated from florists
flower sponges. stuck to the painted forest to
suggest foliage in the background. It also covers my
not very good perspective painting attempts!

MAKINGA SCENE
My own layout is set “somewhere” in Western
Canada as a bridge line with shared trackage.
Shared trackage is very common in North America
so along with run throughs, you can see multiple
railroad companies units in unusual areas. The
scenery in the general area is spectacular but I am
only interested in a background at the moment.

As I cannot travel to Canada now, I am taking
screen shots from different scenes. Separating the
different buildings, mountains and forests, I am
piecing those elements together to make a unique
scene. I can then make layers of those scenes onto
the plain blue sky area.

Where my version of the scene will go, not much
lower end detail will show as it is intended to be
similar to the view from a train Central in Sydney
where you cannot quite see the street being at a
higher level. The presence of the tops of cars, upper
shop fronts suggest background activity, even if it
is a still picture.

Fig. 1 A Scenic Delight and an acceptable panorama if you do not want to assemble a picture yourself –
Photo by Tom Boyd

Continuing Making a Backdrop with Depth
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MAKING YOUR OWN PANORAMA
Computers have made life a lot easier to stick
photos together. Ideally you will need a steady
tripod and a digital camera.

The steps are …
1. Mount the tripod on a level area. Turn the
camera so it will take a portrait view of the scene.

2. Use a longer view lens such as a 70-200mm lens
and focus on the central object. Take the first scene.

3. Swivel the camera on the tripod overlapping the
scene by about 15% on each take for 4 or 5 photos.
If you are using a wider angle pocket type camera,
overlap the images by about 30%. This will make it
a lot easier to join the photos with the software.

DRAWORMAKEYOUR OWN SCENE.
You could try either drawing and painting your own
scene, getting your friends or family with a streak
of artistic ability involved. One of the saving graces
is that back drops do NOT have to be detail perfect.
Have a look at anything in the distance and it will
appear indistinct and hazy so detail is missing.

A town in the distance will look like a series of
fuzzy walls or roofing tile blocks in a mosaic form.
The Blue Mountains in Australia were named for
their bluish hazy appearance from the early Sydney
area and not the vegetation or some other cause. So
if you are not picture perfect, you will have no
problem. Just use an impressionistic approach to
suggest the features of your scene.

If you are familiar with the Auran Trainz program,
you could use that program’s Surveyor Mode and
make your own as I did in Figure 2. In fact, try
making a whole range!

Fig. 2 A quick hill face made in Trainz

The image in Figure 3 was taken in Western
Canada by a friend in Calgary. We will crop the
print to get the part I require for my backdrop.

Fig. 3 Union Pacific locos on lease for the grain
season to Canadian Pacific in Western Alberta.
Photo - Glen Brosinsky.

The part I want for my scene is the upper half of
the scene in Fig.3. I use programs such as GIMP,
Paint, Paint3D and others I have found. It is your
choice which one you want to use.

Fig. 4 The cropped photo

After selecting this area from the original screen
shot, save your selection as a new file. Enlarge
the image to ensure that it will be clear enough as
a backdrop but still give the appearance of
distance.

When we travel, many towns we see consist of a
main street with shops and other buildings but not
much else is visible. We are going to take the
building front from last month and place it on the
front of the picture.

To keep the sky consistent, cut out the sky from
the picture so it does not print and spend your
blue ink or toner. You may have other pictures of
building fronts that you want to put on your
scene. As I suggested last issue, mount those
extra images for the front of the scene on foam
core, and position them to suit yourself..
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For this project I went out to take a few pictures of a
small (but not tiny) shopping plaza. My guess is that it
is about 80 metres long which is far too big for most of
our railways. With the position it is sited, it is way too
big to fit in even an 18mm lens setting.

Apart from being too long, the plaza actually faces
South. Being in the Southern Hemisphere. The front of
the building is not sunlit at all except for a few weeks
in summer at sunrise and sunset when the sun is in the
extreme South East and South West.

The photos were taken of theWestern facing wall in a
late winter sunny afternoon. To make my photos into a
free standing building and capturing the essence of it to
be layout size friendly, I have to take elements and use
selective compression.

PROGRAMS YOU CAN USE
There are a variety of programs you can download and
use to manipulate your photos so try a couple out and
see what suits you. For this exercise I am using Paint
3D but you could use other freeware such as MS Paint
or GIMP.

Taking the original photos, relevant sections are
cropped to get a section of the building, You can see
the cropping in Figure 6.

Fig. 6 The Rear element of the building. The outline
shows the area of cropping. This cropping was done
using Thumbs Plus.

The Right hand section at the other end of the block
shown in Figure 7 has a couple of shop “fronts” which
would make our building more interesting.

Fig, 7 The South West Corner of the building.

Where the backdrop will be going on my layout, I
will not be able to see the road as it will be on a
lower level compared to the station. It would be as if
you are on a station perched higher than the town it
is serving with the roads and footpaths out of the
field of view.

I suggest that you limit backdrop buildings to flat
shaped ones like the shop fronts, factory walls and
warehouses. Keep finer details to a minimum to
maintain a sense of depth in the scene.

MAKING THE BUILDING FRONT 3D FOR
THE MIDDLE OFTHE LAYOUT.

In an article in Railroad Model Craftsman many
years ago, a modeller showed quite a comprehensive
layout with a prolific number of buildings. It was not
until there was a close examination that the “truth”
was revealed! The modellers buildings were simply
plan drawings which he had printed, mounted on
heavy duty card, coloured in with pencils and
assembled! This was in the days before foam core,
sheet styrene and computer downloads.

Many buildings in the modern age are fairly bland
by comparison to some of those of the early 20th

Century edifices. To get an acceptable model of a
modern building or a straight forward older building
should be relatively easy for us in the computer day
and age.

I have done a number of building fronts ranging
from simple stations, downtown warehouses and
stores into “cubic structures” in HO and O scales.
An N scale building done this way would be almost
indistinguishable from superdetailed kits for normal
viewing distances.

The principles of assembling this type of building
were covered in the RMANo 2 with the line side
huts. What we will cover here is how to take your
own photos or pictures and make a “flat” or low
relief building into a 3D structure..

Fig. 5 The building front from last issue super-
imposed on our scene. You can place whichever
building front you want on your own backdrop.

S
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Fig. 8 The two images on the same board to be
manipulated in Paint 3D.

The two images in Figure 8 will be further cropped
and moved to make a couple of potential shop
fronts for the new building in the layout.

The sky will be removed from the picture so the
slightly different tone of blue is not going to be a
problem.

Fig. 9 The work surface is shown here in Paint 3D
hence the rotate button over the handle of the
selected area, We have moved the left element of the
building closer to the right. Buildings like this can
be found anywhere in the world.

Note the difference in Figure 10. The thicker
verandah has been copied and pasted to the left
hand side. The shadow under the verandah by the
central door has been extended and the top left
corner of the building has been squared off.

The “cleaned up” building is shown in either a
medium form in Figure 11 or a short version is
shown in Figure 12.

Fig. 10 The finished building “front” – It is
actually the long side but we are modellers … and
we can call it what we like!

If you were to make this into a standalone building,
the verandah should be made 3D also. The shape is
left on the image for illustrative purposes only and
you could use editing to remove the canopy and the
support rods. I made a similar canopy over a
factory loading platform for a club layout using
foam core. It was cheap, light and filled the void.

A verandah in N scale could be made in thick card
or styrene. In O scale you would laminate the
thicknesses to get it close to the size you require.

Figure 11 shows a slight compression of the
building, removing the otherwise “plain vanilla”
wall between the left and right sides in Figure 10.

Fig. 11 The medium version “compressed slightly”
by taking the visually interesting elements of the
building in Figure 10.

A further compression shown in Figure 13 can be
achieved which would be a better fit again for most
layouts and removing the vacant shop sign in the
window on the far right.

Fig. 12 The smaller version of Figure 11.
Stretching the building in parts such as the far
right or far left Windows or the Camera sign will
change the appearance entirely.

LETS MAKE IT FOUR SIDED
Modern buildings like this are virtually plain
concrete boxes. The builders of this particular
block have a graphic on the side facing the street,
reflecting that to our visual right is the Southern
Ocean/Bass Strait area.

Fig. 13 The long side of the building. In real life,
this wall is between the left and right hand images
shown in Figure 8. We need to remove the signs
and posts because they will not be there on your
model.
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Making two of these walls will give you the long
sides. They can then be made shorter or longer by
cropping or compressing, as long as they are the same
height as the outside of the front of the building.

The more observant reader may have noted that the
front facade of this building on the left is a split roof
level. The nautical theme of the waves could be
carried over by splitting the left wall along its length.

The rear of the building could be the same as the
front with the doors reversed and the split roof level
on the right instead of the left. Or it could have the
windows removed entirely and replaced by warehouse
type doors overlaid on the wall.

The roofing of this particular building could be
simply a strip of card embossed with a texture and
painted in a plain colour.

BUILDING ONYOUR SKILLS
This structure lends itself to being made as a flat
front, a low relief building to lean against the back
drop or a stand alone shop. If you make it as a low
relief, no one will see the rear and the backing could
be just plain card.

Remember the prolific builder at the beginning? No
it was not anyone I know or can recall but you can
take this project as a quick one and cut corners or take
it as far as you can go with details.

You could be a modern day equal to that productive
modeller if you are to use recycled foam core or card
and A4 sticker paper. And because you can make
them economically this way, it would not be difficult
to populate your layout with buildings quickly and
cheaply.

It pays to keep in mind that our model buildings, like
our trains are caricatures of real ones so the eye takes
in the whole scene rather than the detail. Part of the
variety of the hobby is that it allows for a range of
abilities to be exercised and grown and regardless of
your effort and ability, it can still look good!

Anyone viewing your layout will be nearly always
there to view the trains running. Note that I said
“Nearly Always…”! They are mostly not there to try
to nitpick about your bricks being inappropriate or
having the wrong trees and foliage for the area you
model..

Enjoy your building,

Until Next Issue

Trevor

Using Paint 3D, load the image as shown in Figure
14. The eight white dots are the “handles” which
enable that area to be expanded to the right.

Fig.14 We want the “waves” to be extended to the
right and wipe out the lamp post and going further
the shadows.

Selecting small areas enables us to gradually remove
the small “blemishes” such as signs and shadows in
our image.

Fig. 15 Three judicious selections and a lot of the
signage is gone! Look at the finer dots inside the 8
white square “handles” which was the selection. A
few more of these and we are done!

When we are finished, we will select a section of the
wall and clean it up in finer detail so that we finish
with the side panel walls shown here in Figure 16

Fig.16 A suitably compressed wall compared to the
original length.
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This is the story of a narrow gauge exhibition layout I
built in 2001. I hope you enjoy reading about the
methods I used to construct the layout in two weeks.

Like most things in life, a model railway layout starts
with an idea, and Passionfruit Creek was no different.
In 2000 a friend and I visited the Sovereign Hill
Tourist Park in Ballarat Victoria.

It is like stepping back in time to the gold rush era of
Australia's early colonial days. You can find out more
about this tourist centre by visiting their website.
www.sovereignhill.com.au

The buildings at Sovereign Hill are replicas from
that bygone age, and the dirt roads and horse-drawn
carriages add to the colonial atmosphere.

The staff and volunteers dress to suit the period, and
it was a delight to have men dipping their hats at me
with a polite "Good day Madam."

I was so enthralled with this theme park that the
elements of an idea for a model railway layout
formed in my mind. It is strange how these small
seeds of an idea develop and grow.

Robyn Taylor’s second exhibition layout in HOn2.5
featuring important parts of Victoria’s history.
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Ideas need a motivator, and this came when a request
came to exhibit Greetham, my first layout, at the
major show in Sydney. I told the organiser that the
layout had been dismantled. I mentioned that I had
an idea for a new layout, and I was not ready for his
reply, which was, "Okay then we shall book you in,
just let me know the details." My first thought was,
oh goodness, the show is only a few weeks away;
what do I do now? Part of my nature is to get things
done, and this was one of those times I needed to pull
a rabbit out of the hat.

To further complicate matters, I was still living in
Sydney, and most of the tools and materials required
to create the layout were at my home in Brisbane. I
put down some of my ideas on paper and came up
with an unusual concept of making four module
boxes, each one depicting a part of the story I wanted
to convey. The boxes would be 1200mm long by
450mm deep and around 600mm high.

The benefit of this method meant I could easily
transport the layout without damage by stacking the

boxes on top of each other in my van. Storing the
modules by stacking saved space and protected the
scenery.

THE CONCEPT
The layout modules, would depict scenes of
Victoria’s colonial history. The first module was the
Tourist Centre, where you would board a narrow-
gauge train to travel through the park disembarking at
each centre to explore the site. Module two was
Echuca, an important port on the Murray River.
Paddle steamers would call at Echuca transporting all
manner of cargo.

The third module was the gold rush era, with cameo
scenes showing how gold was extracted. The last
module would be the Dandenong ranges, where
timber getting was the primary industry. In order to
create an easy transition between the scenes the
backscenes were painted using similar colours.

I took a two-week break and headed to Brisbane with
my mind racing with ideas for the layout. Between
Taree and Wauchope in NSW I crossed a small
bridge over Passionfruit Creek, and thought what a
stupid name for a creek. It suddenly dawned on me,
what a brilliant name for the layout.

The layout now had a name and a theme. The creative
ideas continued until I arrived home with a high level
of enthusiasm. The thought that this had to come
together in two weeks was of no concern to me. My
rather cavalier attitude was to be tested as the project
gradually came together.

Creating a layout in such a short time is not for the
faint hearted, that does not mean that it is impossible.
A good plan of attack and simple determination can
get the result you desire.
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MAKING THE BOXES
Building the box modules for the layout was the most
straightforward part of the whole exercise. By the end
of the day, they were ready for scenery and track.
There was no track plan at this stage, so the layout
was developed based on what I wanted to depict in
each module. The final result was two tracks that ran
through each module with no points on any of the
viewing areas making a simple but effective display.
A basic fiddle yard at the rear of the layout was
bolted on to the modules, which did its job... just!

Above: Making the boxes using 12mm MDF was a simple job,
all the boxes were made in a day.

I had an idea to put a clear acrylic face on each of the
boxes to protect the layout from prying fingers. Show
visitors could view the layout up close without the
barricades normally deployed at exhibitions. This
turned out to be something of a nightmare due to

issues such as derailments and stalled engines, that
required the removal and replacement of the acrylic
sheet. When we set up at the show, one of the
exhibitors named it a layout in a fish tank! I was
undeterred by this, however, the next morning, there
were paper cutouts of fish stuck to the acrylic face
which I thought was quite funny. The clear acrylic
did not last long, and I would never use it again.

The boxes were constructed using MDF 12mm, and
although they look quite heavy, they were easy to
move around on a hand trolley. Construction time
was only a day's work. Risers were set at the same
height for each module and allowed me to get a
variety of depth in the scenery while maintaining a
level track base. The trackbed was attached to the
risers, and a ‘tunnel’ was cut in each module to allow
trains to run between the boxes.

I always recommend painting both sides of MDF
before constructing a layout. The moisture from
scenery work such as wet plaster and glue can have a
detrimental effect that is hard to fix later. In my haste
I constructed the boxes first and then tried to paint the
MDF which was not an ideal process.

The layout was designed to accomodate two tracks.
Running two trains meant that we were able to have
at least one on view for the show patrons at all times.
Each module also had a display panel at the front to
provide some historical information relating to each
module.

The gold rush module was my favourite having a
representation of the different mining techniques. The
buildings were a lot of fun with silly names for the
shop proprietors such as Pullem and Faint, the
dentist. I included a Cobb and Co. Store where you
could purchase a ticket ‘to all parts of the colony.’

Below: One of the boxes almost complete with risers and
trackbed in place.
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THE SCENERY
The scenery always seems to be the easy part for me,
probably due in part to my artistic interests. The basis
for all my scenery is polystyrene, which is cheap and
very easy to convert using a hot wire. I am quite
amused by tutorials I have seen where the presenter
uses wire brushes and kitchen knives to cut and shape
polystyrene. The problem with these methods is the
mess it creates is difficult to clean up. Polystyrene
beads cling to everything and everyone, and the
thought of walking around looking like the
abominable snowman (or snowgirl in my case) is not

something that I would find enjoyable. To avoid the
mess I have a homebuilt hotwire that I use to cut
letters and shapes for sign business that is clean and
easy to use.

When the basic formwork has been created, I apply
plaster bandage over the foam. Once the bandage is
dry subsequent layers of casting grade plaster are
applied. I start developing the scenery with cheap
artist acrylic paints and scenic materials, using both
home made and commercially available products.
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These photos show the development of the scenery in the modules. The top photo is the Murray River module with the Echuca
wharf in place and the paddlesteamer model under construction. The lower photos show the Tourist Centre module in the early
stage of scenery and when completed.



Most of the scenery on the layout was sourced from
my driveway and garden. I developed a method of
doing rockwork that is incredibly quick and very
effective and was dubbed 'Taylor Made Scenery' by
attendees at one of my convention workshops. The
process is straightforward to demonstrate but hard to
put into words. Using these techniques made scenery
construction quicker than using some of the more
traditional methods.

I strongly recommend using photos when doing
scenery as this helps to gain an insight into the
colours and textures needed to create plausible
scenery. The Echuca module's riverbank and, more
importantly, the river itself were painted using photos
as a guide. Failure to capture these colours would
render the scene somewhat inaccurate.

The muddy look of the river was painted on the back
of a piece of clear acrylic using yellow ochre and a
little black artist acrylic paints. Blending the paint
with an old brush in a haphazard manner gave a
satisfactory result. I let it dry and then used my
Taylor's secret ingredient to texture the acrylic's
surface; what's that, I hear you ask, what secret
ingredient?

Okay, I will let you know; Artist Supply shops
usually carry clear gloss Gel Medium which is a clear
gel commonly added to acrylic paints to thicken it,
giving the look of thick oil paint. It is brilliant for
texturing the surface of clear acrylic or glass to create
the ripples in water, and once dry, you can run a coat
of clear gloss over the top, and there you have it,
simple water effects.

Close to the bank of the river I drilled some small
holes into which I glued small twigs, to replicate the
submerged branches found along the river.

The scenery was a simple glue and throw method that
seemed to work. To explain this rather rudimentary
method, you have a container with the groundcover
that, in my case, was a pot pouri of sand, gravel,
some woodland crumbed foam, and dyed wood
shavings. Using a 75mm brush and a tub of PVA glue
I splashed the glue onto the area to be covered. I then
grabbed a handful of my pot pouri and chucked it
onto the board creating instant scenery.

Without a lot of thought I decided to speed up the
drying process by using my hairdryer, which
dispersed the scenery materials in all directions. The
glue went with it and stuck the scenery to my wall,
handbag, and anything else that happened to be
within shooting distance.

Making trees was the next job, the majority were
made from twigs and branches picked up around the
garden. The most surprising result was the
Dandenong ranges module, where I used some
branches from a small leaf shrub that the local church
was pruning. The leaves on these branches are small
but are grossly overscale for HO scale, being a scale
size of 450mm long and 200mm wide! I painted
these branches with a spray can of dark green and
then threw some dyed wood shavings, and woodlands
crumbed foam over them. It has always amazed me
that no one has ever commented that the leaves are
out of scale.
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THE BUILDINGS
I was quite concerned about the buildings as we
needed several structures to complete the project, and
I was seriously running out of time. I thought I would
try designing the buildings in Corel Draw and
printing them with the windows as part of the
drawing. The idea was to minimise the time it took to
get the buildings finished. After experimenting with a
few deisgns, I finally had a solution, and two hours
later the layout was sporting some fairly basic
structures that looked rather good.

A little bit of further detailing brought the buildings
to life, and I was happy with the end result. The main
structures such as the Echuca wharf, the bridge at
Dandenong, and the superb poppet head are the work
of Bill Cox who built them using scale lumber. His
help gave me the time needed to get the bulk of the
layout completed. The results of his handiwork are a
credit to his fantastic modelling skills.

The final parts to finish the layout was the Paddle
steamers based on Echuca prototypes and the Cobb
and Co coaches and figures that added a little extra
detail to the layout.

ROLLING STOCK
I never gave much thought to rolling stock for the
layout. My collection of HOn2.5 rolling stock
amounted to one loco and four coaches. When we set
up at the show in Sydney, I immediately wandered
around the trade stands and purchased another loco
and some strange little open wagons with people
sitting on them.

I sat behind the layout scratch building rolling stock
to add to the fleet. One of my scratchbuilt models
created great interest with a group exhibiting another
narrow gauge layout. The climax loco I built, which
was fitted to an N scale diesel mechanism certainly
stole the show. I explained that I made it the day
before and finished painting it prior to the exhibition
opening. Made using parts of a biro (the dome and
the chimney), a piece of plastic tubing, and some
scribed plastic, and yet the finished model looked the
part.

Over several shows, I used my stock building efforts
to demonstrate the process of scratch building. The
primary aim was to increase my rolling stock.
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PRESENTATION
If you are presenting your layout to a paying public,
you have a responsibility to ensure that your
presentation is of a high standard. Not only the
quality of your layout but the quality of your personal
presentation. When I first started in Model Railways,
I visited several exhibitions, and I was appalled to see
the standard of presentation on some of the displays.
When I decided to build a layout to exhibit, I set
some high presentation standards.

Both layouts I made were diorama types and placed
at the height of around 1mt from the ground, and this
meant that visitors concentrated on the layout with no
distractions that could be viewed behind the layout.
The curtains were always of reasonable quality fabric
and never wrinkly and grubby like some I have seen,
nor were they nailed on with thumbtacks.

I also set a rule that under no circumstances were
polystyrene cups, mugs, or food ever to be left in
view, especially not on the layout. The last item was
to ensure that anyone who helped out was to wear
clean and tidy clothing.

When it came to Passionfruit Creek, I decided to sew

an 1800's style dress using lilac coloured fabric.
I crocheted a shawl to keep with the theme, and Bill
dressed up in 1800's style clothing, complete with a
fob watch. I purchased some artificial greenery for
the layout, which I laid on top of the boxes to break
the stark, blank look. The foliage was draped over the
front of the layout creating an impression of looking
through the trees to see the trains.

Although I personally never considered Passionfruit
Creek to be a great layout, I was always amazed by
the reaction from show patrons and show organisers
who continued to ask me to display it. After quite a
few exhibitions, I decided that Passionfruit Creek
should be sold or scrapped, and a number of people
showed interest in buying the layout. A person from
a tourist information office was keen to buy the
layout but it eventually sold to a fellow modeller
whose hope was to put it back on the exhibition
circuit.

If there was a lesson to be learnt from this project, it
is that you can spend years creating the perfect
layout, and yet the simplest idea can, with little effort,
be the crowd-pleaser!
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Most of our products
are Australian Made,
using Australian
products where

possible.

A large range of our
items are available in
HO and N scales.

3D printed items are
from our drawings and
are printed using
Australian Made

filament.

Proudly designed and printed in Oxley, Brisbane Australia r ma 1 2 1

N Scale Container Kits

https://www.kangaroohobbycraft.com

